Invisible Shield® PRO 15
Performance Warranty

Simple Cleaning Guidelines To
Ensure Quality Of Protection

Unelko Corporation warrants Invisible Shield®
PRO 15 to the original end user, that when applied
and maintained as directed, will perform as
represented and claimed. This warranty is NOT
transferrable. The product warranty does not
extend to or cover misapplication or misuse of the
product, including the use of abrasive or harsh
cleaners or application tools, excessive soiling
from lack of proper cleaning or neglect; wear and
tear of the surface resulting from prior damage
and exposure to extreme weathering or abrasion.
Refer to the maintenance guidelines shared
online at glasscareexperts.com/our-guarantee.
(Registration within 30 days of installation)

1 DO NOT USE abrasive (gritty) cleaners of any
type, such as but not limited to Soft Scrub®,
Ajax®, Bar Keepers Friend® or Comet®. Regular
use of a squeegee can also be abrasive and is
not recommended, as it will accelerate the wear
of the protective coating. NOTE: Wiping glass
down with a dry soft cloth weekly will maintain
perfect glass.
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To activate this warranty, the end-user must
register the product application directly with
Unelko Corporation.
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2 DO NOT USE acids, alkalis, or other strong
chemical agents on the protected surface.
3 DO NOT USE abrasive cleaning pads or brushes,
scrappers, razor blades, or other sharp tools on
the protected glass. While the protective coating
makes the glass scratch-resistant, it is NOT
scratch-proof.
4 ALWAYS USE a clean soft cloth, pad or paper
towel to clean the glass.
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5 ALWAYS USE compatible cleaning agents, such
as a traditional ammonia-free glass cleaner. We
recommend Unelko’s REPEL® Glass & Surface
Cleaner to periodically clean & maintain the glass.

Environmentally compliant/free of harsh chemicals

Questions/Comments? Call 1-800-528-3149 M-F, 8-5
Unelko Corporation
14641 N. 74th St.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
480.991.7272
info@unelko.com
unelko.com | glasscareexperts.com
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Value-Added Benefits
of Protected Glass
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» Repels water, soil, acid rain and minerals
» Prevents excess soiling, staining
and contaminates
» Improves scratch resistance up to 92.9%
» Keeps glass clean, preserved and “new”
» Guarantees an easy-clean surface and
green alternative by using only water
» Eliminates the need for harsh chemicals
or abrasives
» UV, scratch & corrosion resistant
» Limited 15 year warranty on protective
treatment

Shower

Sandblasted

Architectural

IG Units

Designed for architectural glass, windows, facades,
doors, balustrades, partitions, shower doors, glass
block, mirrors and other glass components.

Pioneering Durable Soil, Stain and
Scratch Resistant Technology
Unelko Corporation has more than 40 years in
the research, development and manufacture of
specialty cleaners, water repellents and protective
coatings for the preservation, enhancement and
easy-clean benefit of glass and other surfaces. The
advanced Invisible Shield® PRO 15 Protective Glass
Coating provides a durable, molecular bonded anticorrosion, “easy clean” finish that greatly extends
the aesthetic life, long-term performance, clarity
and appearance of glass.

Why Glass Needs To Be Protected
Glass is not corrosion resistant. Its very nature
is hydrophilic or water, moisture, soil and stain
accepting. It has many irregular hills, peaks and
valleys that trap and hold moisture, pollution and
other inorganic contaminants that build-up and
chemically attack and weaken glass causing stains,
pitting, etching and other permanent damage.
Invisible Shield® PRO 15 seals glass to improve
the natural characteristics without changing its
physical appearance or transparency. It preserves
and protects glass against excessive exposure,
staining, pitting and fine scratches that can result
from transportation, improper handling and
cleaning, environment, water, heat, humidity and
exposure to pollution and other contaminants.

Unprotected Glass
Water, soil,
grime and
mineral stains

Water, soil and stains stick to an untreated surface
requiring harsh chemicals and abrasives for removal.

Protected Glass
Invisible Shield®
Protection

Invisible Shield® durably seals the microscopic pores
of the surface to actively repel water, soil and stains
for easy removal.

